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Andamooka Boulder Split OFFER 13 Dec 2018
December 12, 2018 at 7:48 PM
Heather BAKER (work) Heather@AustralianOpalMines.com

Yesterday we sent an Offer on Andamooka Painted Ladies but I failed to put in one beautiful
Split for only $325 so because it’s Christmas we are going to take the extra time and let all our
clients see this Split. I think it’s a magnificent gem and I think it’s right up there with a skinny
shell that Jan and I gave to Heather some time ago, see pictures below.
The Painted Lady is just a thin bit of colour on rock, it was formed as the opal was a liquid and
ran into a crack in the rock, it was only a small crack so the opal is very thin. A good cutter can
cut two stones from this and there is a little bit of colour running under another part of this
rock, there will be something under there, there is no saying how good it will be but it is related
to this whole piece so it will be bright. To cut solids from here and many a solid has been cut
from Painted Ladies you need to cut well under the colour to form a flat top solid. The more I
look at this #2 piece I can see that there is rock that has to be ground off the opal to show its
whole face, the stone that appears to not be as good as the other super gem side might well
turn out to be the best depending what’s under that rock because it’s certainly going to be a
much larger stone.
I see that this Split was priced on the 25/1/08 so the price is nearly 11 years old. I believe that
the person who gets this is getting a bargain and it would be worth at least double the measly
$325 we are asking.
First in best dressed.
Murray

$325 IMG_6674
Andamooka Boulder Split 12oz
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Andamooka Boulder Split 12oz
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Andamooka Boulder Split 12oz

NOT FOR SALE
Heather’s Shell

NOT FOR SALE Heather's Shell IMG_9714
Gem Crystal Shell pendant 18k gold with clip 6.16cts opal 26mm x 13mm
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